
HOLIDAY HIGHS
Cannabis worth gifting!

This isn't my first foray into these flower, distilate, kief
delights rolled in a blunt...but apparently since I've been
gone they've made a mini 3-pack. I love these as I can
share with friends without passing, and don't smoke
myself into a stupor by finishing a full-size blunt. Which
is also a treat after very long days!

So, edibles of any form and I don't mix, EXCEPT lemon
flavored baked goods. It's something figured out years
ago when I had different reactions based of the flavor of
the confection. Fresh Lemon was the only one that
enhanced without taking over the edge. Since losing touch
with my person in New York, it's a treat that SASS has
chocolates, gummies, bake it yourself, or baked for you
options - including a Yuzu Lemon Square!

J'adore le papier, can't stand the filter! Rolling my filters
is a ritualistic part of my smoking, so never jived with
pre-made... no matter if ingeniously crafted comme
Papers + Ink. The paper, when filled with a decent
amount of flower, is such a smooth, and stylistic pull. It
allows me to only taste and experience the flower, in
comparison to other papers that can alter the burn.

We talked of the importance of rolling above, but politely
put, stick to the live resin or flower from Leune. It's potent in
effect, rich in aromatics and flavor, and much of it is lost
sucking their pre-rolls. But enjoying by pipe, joint, or pen,
you'll understand why this brand needs to be in your stash.
Sol Berry is my girl!

Stone Road knows they're well-liked, so ensure you have
the type, size, and preferred consumption. Solo smoke
with solventless hash single pack, share with  5 or 10-
pack, dab or add concentrate to your special blend, or
roll your own with pre-ground, an eighth, or fourth.
There's convenience and comfort in having variety in
strains you like. Plus, their packaging feels like opening a
gift each time.

I learned of the design and talent of Edie Parker
clutches from press previews back in New York
City. In California, I was introduced to Edie Park
Flower with slight indifference, but impressed
with the segue to overlooked accoutrements. Full
transparency, this bong is more of an art piece,
over daily use, similar to her handbags... but like
art, its utility is up to personal interpretation.
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https://www.presidentialmoonrocks.com/
https://stoneroad.org/products/
https://papersandink.com/
https://thesweetspotbysass.com/
https://www.leune.co/
https://edie-parker.com/collections/home-accessories/products/double-bubble-pipe-in-berry
https://www.prxmeds.com/


I'm always informed I don't include non-THC options, which is
true. CBDs are often in gummy form stateside, and flower when
abroad, making it easier to find the type - topical or ingestible,
not the brand. +PlusCBD offers a gummy blend of CBD,
melatonin, magnolia bark, and lemon balm, each with a property
to support in lieu of masking. It's a travel-safe option for those
heading to an unknown destination, and vegan for sensitive
systems.

+PLUSCBD
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Phases makes connecting with cannabis effortlessly
easy by offering 5 strains associated to different
moods and desires. Retrograde, technically known as
Delight is ideal for "recovering after a good sweat or
a long workday," whereas Vibration, or Saturday
Special, uplifts for "quality time with friends." Each
phase even has a respective Spotify playlist, with
tracks by artists such as Emotional Oranges, Kelela,
and Tame Impala. 

Oni and I have been friends for the last 36 hours (at time
of publishing), and it's one I'm excited to see what their
catalogue continues to cultivate. It reminds me of higher
quality flower in color, smell, taste, the way it doesn't
powder when ground, and selected nugs. Though we're
newly acquainted, Oni is worth a try for the new and
seasoned smokers, especially as they release more
selections.

My first experience was at the now closed Cannabis Cafe in
2019. Its Honey Flower came recommended by the server,
gushing that though pricey (the most expensive at the time) a
bong really elevated the strain. Such smooth inhales. Hefty
glittering buds. Sleek packaging that helps me remember by
name or color. The artisanal cultivation choices (watered
from snowmelt dripping down Mount Shasta). Till this day, A
Golden State is my preferred overall cannabis brand.

Let me begin with, I would buy anything Lowell Farms sells.
I don't like vaping, but would waste money on a pen, they
are that phenomenal of a brand to me. Now with all
adoration out of the way, I'll continue with I hate the
Lowell 35s. The flower is superior! The pre-roll...what is
that?! Too much filter paper, too packed for circulation,
pulling is a migraine inducing drag, but none of this
stopped me from unwrapping each one and re-rolling
them to enjoy the flower. Yes, Lowell Farms is that good. 
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https://www.pluscbdoil.com/
https://agoldenstate.com/
https://www.laweekly.com/binske-to-get-first-dibs-on-oni-catalog/
https://lowellfarms.com/
https://phaseseffects.com/

